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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Honours, Major,.General) Examinations, 2014

PART-III
PHILOSOPHY - Honours

Paper- VII
Duration : 4 Hours Full Marks : 100

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable .

. TheJigures in the margin indicate Jull marks.
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Answer Q. No.1 compulsorily and any two questions from the rest.
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Answer anyJour questions from the following: 4 x 5 = 20

a) Are words natural signs? Discuss.

b) What is type-taken ambiguity ? Write a note on ambiguity in this

context.

c) What is the simplest form of vagueness ? Following Hospers explain it

with the help of the example 'fast'.
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d) What do you understand by 'self-contradiction' ? Do you consider the

following to be self-contradictory? Justify them.

(1) Quadratic equations go to the horse-races.

(it) She wore a red dress made of marble.

e) Write the main tenets of naive realism.

f) What is propositional knowledge? Give examples.

g) Why do the phenomenalists find the term 'sense data' more preferable ?

Explain.

h) Briefly write the objective and subjective requirements of 'Knowing'.
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:..J' Explain and examine the correspondence theory of Truth. 15

3. What is Realism ? Differentiate between naive realism and representative

realism. Justify whether representative realism Is acceptable. 2+3+10
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4. (i) Explain with examples. the distinction between defining characteristics

and accompanying characteristics.

(U) What is the Importance of this distinction?

(Hi) What type of characteristics Is mentioned in the following propositions?

a) Uranium Is used In atomic bombs.

b) Tall people are also attractive.

c) Triangles have three sides. 5+4+6
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5. a) Explain the different senses of the word 'know'.

b) Explain the conditions of propositional knowledge. 5 + 10

Group - B

Answer Question No.6 and any two questions from the rest.

6. Answer any Jour questions : 4 x 5 = 20

a) What is knowledge by acquaintance .?

b) Are the proper names descriptive? Discuss.

c) How can we explain the principle of induction by experience?
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d) What is appearance? Can it be identified with reality?

e) How does Russell justify the theory of induction?

f) Does philosophical thinking influence our emotions and actions ?

Explain.

g) What is the nature of idea according to Plato?

h) How do the idealist philosophers. like Letbnttz and Berkeley. explain the

concept of matter?

Russell .

"Thus it becomes evident. that the real 'table', if there is one, is not the same as

what we immediately experience by sight. touch or hearing." - Explain after
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8. How does Russell dtsttnguish between definite description and

description ? Discuss with examples. What is the primary importance of

descriptive knowledge? Discuss after Russell. 10 + 5
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9. What is the value of philosophy according to Russell? Explain his standpoint in

this context. 15
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rve,saIs do not exist but subsist 0' have thetr being."Dtscuss after Russell.

Indicate the agreement and difference with Plato's view in this context. 10 + 5
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